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In 1920, on the age of thirty-five, Amedeo Modigliani died in poverty and overlook in Paris, very
like a determine of los angeles Boheme. His existence have been as dramatic as his death. An
Italian Jew from a bourgeois family, "Modi" had a weak point for drink, hashish, and the various
women-including the Russian poet Anna Akhmatova-who have been interested in his solid
looks. His neighbors integrated Picasso, Utrillo, Soutine, and different very important artists of
his day, but his personal paintings stood apart, producing little curiosity whereas he lived.
modern paintings world, however, recognizes him as a grasp whose restricted oeuvresculptures, portraits, and a few of the main beautiful nudes within the entire of recent art-cannot
fulfill collectors' demand.With a full of life yet sensible hand, biographer Jeffrey Meyers sketches
Modigliani and the artwork he produced, illuminating not just this little-known determine but in
addition the painters, writers, lovers, and others who inhabited early twentieth-century Paris with
him.
for those who ever had romantic notions of Parisian bohemia a century in the past learn this
book. it's going to holiday you of such notions. Bohemia used to be in basic terms romantic in
case you may get away from it. in case you couldn't get away the poverty, where used to be a
killer. i Modigliani: A Life like to recommend this booklet to all those that aspire to be artisticly
poor.
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